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Stellar talents Prentice Robertson, Dylan Rush and Jamie Law make up the lavish line-up Vistas who, if
you’re into your indie music, have to make their bed in one of your Spotify playlists. Why you ask?
Their style is as fresh as the white tees they’re sporting, their creativity is second to none and their
tunes are like an audible summer’s day. I guess you could say ‘the vibes are immaculate’.
 
We’ve chosen to feature Vistas as part of our showcase series of emerging artists 2020 to celebrate
the release of their superb debut album, to ask all those burning questions you’re dying to find out and
to share the heaps of potential radiated by this spectacular Scottish three-piece.
 
We wish Vistas a successful journey in their music career and can’t wait to hear all they have yet to
offer...
 

Holly Turner (Editorial Assistant)
 
 

Editorial  Message
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Vistas Are:
 

Prentice Robertson
 Dylan Rush
 Jamie Law



Thanks for taking the time to do this interview with me. To
start on a positive note, what's been the best thing to come
out of lockdown for you personally? 
 

Hey! Cheers for having me. Always good to start on a

positive. I think the best thing to come out of this crazy

time is how much new music we've written. We really

like how all the new stuff is shaping up and I guess

without lockdown we wouldn't have had so much time

to devote solely to writing. 

 

It's also really rewarding to see that people are still

engaging with our music and that it's proving some

light relief in this period of time.

 

Congratulations on the upcoming release of your debut
album 'Everything Changes In The End'. I can't imagine how
excited you must feel. What will you be doing to celebrate
given the current circumstances? 
 

Thanks very much, we're so buzzing for it to finally

come out. We're working on some special plans for

when the album is released so keep your eyes peeled

for those.

Have you ever pictured Marty Mcfly launching
into a Vistas track in Back To The Future? Lead
singer Prentice Robertson can. Edinburgh-based
Indie three piece Vistas have already earned their
stripes having played first-class festivals like
Truck, Neighbourhood and Sound City and with
what would have been an epic set at this year’s
Leeds fest. They’ve come up trumps before their
debut album was even released with songs like
‘Retrospect’ and ‘Tigerblood’ reaching over 30
million plays on Spotify. 
 
I got the pleasure to journey to the centre of
Vistas and all things they’ve been up to in
lockdown...

Article By Holly Turner
Answers By Prentice Robertson



I love the idea of the album being available on
coloured vinyl. Do you have any coloured vinyl in your
collection and if so, what is it?
 

Yeah we love the coloured vinyls, it's a nice way to

make those records a little more special. And I just

recently got a 7" of 'Superstar Tradesman' by The

View on yellow vinyl which looks amazing. We've

released a few other coloured vinyls ourselves like

an orange splash one for our single 'Tigerblood'

which is really cool.

 

How did you find the process of recording 'Everything
Changes In The End'? 
 

We loved it, it was a really positive experience for

us. We recorded the majority of the album in the

seaside town of Ramsgate in a residential studio

called Big Jelly. We'd never done the residential

thing before and I think living in the place you

were recording really helped the album because

you were constantly in a creative space. It meant if

you had an idea at 1am you could jump

downstairs and work on it and then head back to

bed so it was really enjoyable to work in that way.

 

 

You have a new single out called 'Summer'. What was
the most memorable summer to you and why?
 

Last summer was pretty memorable for sure.

That's when we recorded the record and also

played some of the best festivals we've ever done.

I also went on holiday to Paris and in 'Summer'

there's a lyric about Parisian alleyways which I

wrote all the way back in 2016 so it was nice to see

that come full circle and maintain some relevance

for me.

 

If you could have any of your songs played in a movie
scene, what scene and song would it be? 
 

If Marty McFly started playing the riff for

'Tigerblood' at the enchantment under the sea

dance in Back to the Future I think that would be

pretty great.

"If Marty McFly started playing the riff for 'Tigerblood'
at the enchantment under the sea dance in Back to

the Future I think that would be pretty great."



Like me, most people watching your 'Sucker' music
video will be shocked by its unexpected ending. Who
came up with the idea for that video? 
 

That was our manager and the brilliant people at

Head and Wrecker video productions. Dream

team when itcomes to music video ideas. It's

probably our favourite video and was great fun

to shoot. The little twist at the end gives it a whole

new depth too.

 

Is there a story behind the album cover art? 
 

All of the artwork for the album and singles are

collages of various vintage pictures from the 60's

and 70's Britishseaside. We really like the Martin

Parr's seaside photography and that's where we

visually wanted to take this album. Each element

on the artwork is an individual cutout which is

then placed to make the full scene and they were

all created by us and a chap called Jarred Figgins.

 

What have you learnt about the music business that
you didn't know before?
 

No one really knows what's going on most of the

time.

 

 

Your album has been released on various formats
including cassette. If you were to make a mixtape for
me, what bands would you include?
 

Would have to kick things off with three American

indie giants, so The Strokes, Kings of Leon and The

Killers. Then definitely a track by The Cribs (from

Dylan) and another by Twin Peaks (from Jamie).

For a cheesy love song I'd go for 'You and Me Song'

by the Wannadies and then probably 'Girls Just

Wanna Have Fun' to round it off.

 

Just for fun, what cartoon character represents each
member of the band? 
 

There are three of us so I'm tempted to just go

with the Powerpuff Girls. But if I'm being honest

Dylan is Woody Woodpecker, Jamie is Garfield and

I'd like to think I'm Fred from Scooby Doo.

 

Finally, if you could collaborate with anyone, who
would it be and why? 
 

I think it would have to be The Strokes. The record

they just released shows they're still one of the

best in the game and a lot of those new tracks

sound as fresh as the debut in my opinion. Albert

Hammond Jr, the guitarist, also produced the last

record by The View (another of our favourite

bands) and he made that album sound so

different to their previous stuff. So yeah definitely

The Strokes.

Everything Changes In The End comes out on the 29th of May. A respectable first release from a
great new band that is worth checking out. Thanks to Vistas for taking the time to speak with

me and expect some groundbreaking things from them in the future!

"Dylan is Woody Woodpecker, Jamie
is Garfield and I'd like to think I'm

Fred from Scooby Doo."



Article By Charlotte Boulton

Debut Album: Everything Changes In The End: Released 29th May 2020

A L B U M  R E V I E W



"A masterclass in indie-pop goodness, the album is fun, fiery and
everything I was hoping for."

After a string of well-loved single releases and an

EP gaining them over 740k listeners on Spotify,

Vistas are finally coming at us with a full-length

album. At 15 tracks, Everything Changes In The

End, is a beast of an album from the Scottish trio

that brims with potential to be the new

soundtrack for the summer. A masterclass in

indie-pop goodness, the album is fun, fiery and

everything I was hoping for.

 

The album opens with the fittingly titled ‘Intro’;

starting albums with a short instrumental piece

that crossfades beautifully into the next song is

becoming a trend in new releases but is one I

wholeheartedly embrace. ‘Intro’ is just 50-

seconds long, with quiet instruments building

the sound to a crescendo with the undercurrent

of ambient sounds reminiscent of that moment

where your music sounds ethereal driving

through a long tunnel. It ends abruptly, cutting

straight into ‘Everything Changes In The End’,

which is a huge indie anthem just waiting to

hit the big-time. 

 

The title track introduces the distinctive vocals of

Prentice Robertson, here higher than some other

tracks, carrying the catchy chorus and the

elongated encouragement to “hold on, my

friend”. It is fast and upbeat, before going

minimalist with just the constant thrum of the

drums, a guitar riff, and the vocals, then bringing

the volume all the way back up after this lull. The

song structure is made all the more interesting

for it, and it is an impressive start to the album.

 

‘Teenage Blues’ speaks to the familiar experience

of leaving your hometown and finding that

everything has changed, but your friendships

continue even though you’re both growing up.

The assertion that “you’re the same and so am I”

definitely speaks to my experiences heading

home to see the friendships from my teenage

years; this teen nostalgia is a common theme

throughout Vistas’ songs.

There’s a lovely big chorus with Robertson

reassuring his friend that “I will always be there

for you when you’ve got the teenage blues” and

electronic buzzing sounds that add to the frantic

multi-layered instruments of the song. ‘Teenage

Blues’ had me air-drumming along by the end to

its simple fast drums and rapid synth sounds

intertwining with the drumbeat - I’m sold. 

 

The next track finds Robertson in a more

comfortable register than the higher, almost

straining style on ‘Everything Changes In The

End’. ‘15 Years’ is another fast one with big

instrumentals, which I’m beginning to see is part

of Vistas’ own style, and it’s full of fun lyrics and

vocal flairs. Background vocals repeat “won’t fade

away” under the thunderous drums and guitar,

adding a communal quality to the song, so you

can almost imagine you’re part of a crowd

jamming along. It’s probably around here that I

realise this is 100% up my street; Vistas boast

massive sounds, good lyrics and an almost

indescribable quality that has me dreaming of

summer.

 

I’m reminded of ‘Stacy’s Mom’ in the opening

bars of ‘Sucker’, drawing on some of those classic

2000s pop-punk vibes. It’s another song with the

feeling of summer squeezed all over it, perfectly

timed to be listened to whilst looking out at the

22-degree afternoon. ‘Sucker’ is a little more

subdued than some of the other songs with

their huge choruses, which I like as it gives a

different energy to the album. There’s a fuzzy

electric guitar solo and a return to the crowd-

created backing vocals shouting along, offering

yet another option for a festival sing-along

song. ‘Summer’ has me nostalgic for the summer

that we could have had where Everything

Changes In The End would have had the perfect

release atmosphere; as it is, I don’t doubt that

Vistas will see huge successes from everyone

trying to create their new versions of

summertime fun with this album as the

soundtrack. The song is quite chilled, particularly

perfect for background noise for a summer

afternoon drinking cans in the park.

 

 

 



...It’s a good representation of what the album as a whole has to
offer and, in extension, what Vistas are all about: fast-paced,

thumping drums and bass, a big chorus with memorable hooks, and
the inescapable joy of a feel-good indie single.

Vistas’ 2018 single ‘Tigerblood’ returns here and

easily proves why it’s one of the fan favourites

with nearly 7 million plays on Spotify. Synth

sounds kick off the tune alongside catchy lyrics

and Robertson playing with vocal pitch and tone

on the run-up to the chorus, peppering some

shouts into the mix. The synth sounds are

present throughout the song, adding a unique

quality to the track, alongside buzzing guitar

sounds that showcase their high-tempo talent.

I’m not sure why we need tiger blood, but I

definitely want it now. ‘Tigerblood’ is big, frantic

and has you eagerly singing along by the second

listen.

 

 Latest single, ‘The Love You Give’ opens with

clap-like drums and a cacophony of “woah”s. I’m

a big fan of the fast-talking verses set against the

chorus with its crashing drums and reassurance

that “the love you give will carry on!” There are

some brief flashes of interesting instrumental

flairs amongst the familiar fast drums, bass and

guitar from bassist Jamie Law and guitarist Dylan

Rush. It’s an ideal single choice as it embodies a

lot of what listeners can expect from the album.

 

‘Shout’ is fun and offers a different, steadier drum

beat and mixed pitches of accompanying

instruments. The vocals are mixed between

Robertson and background vocalists shouting

single words, following on together to form a

more unique chorus. Repetition of the final lines

of each verse hammer home the words and

keeps it interesting. I like the to-and-fro of the

speed of the song, flowing effortlessly between

fast and slow. Short and sweet, ‘Shout’s is

another great festival fodder track. Another short

track follows with ‘You and Me’, which is another

highlight for me. I love the staccato vocals

delivered in time with the beat in the verses,

creating a fast but perfectly controlled structure,

contrasting with the more relaxed chorus that

takes its time more. It’s almost a shame it’s only 2

minutes 22.

 

 

I’ve got mixed feelings about ‘Sentimental’, as I

feel it’s quite similar to songs like ‘The Love You

Give’ - this isn’t necessarily a bad thing as they’re

both great, but it does mean it’s one of the less

memorable from the album. With that said, it

is still full of fun and energy. I like the section

with no vocals, just intense playing, that allows

the musical talents of the other band members

shine through before the final relapse into the

chorus outro. 

 

‘Retrospect’ is the biggest song from Vistas so far,

having been released in 2017 and making its way

onto many an indie Spotify playlist. I already love

this song so I was glad to see it on the album,

although it’s an interesting placement at track 12

of 15 - it could have been shifted from an earlier

slot to make room for newer music. It’s a good

representation of what the album as a whole has

to offer and, in extension, what Vistas are all

about: fast-paced, thumping drums and bass, a

big chorus with memorable hooks, and the

inescapable joy of a feel-good indie single.

 

I was most intrigued by the  title for ‘November’

that seems polar opposite to the quintessentially

summery themes of the album. Amongst a

listing of three- or four-minute songs, November

is an outlier at nearly six minutes long. It gives a

different vibe from the start, much slower and

more intimate, restrained even when built up to

the chorus. It’s not a hundred miles away from

the full-on summer single vibes, but I like that it’s

a different pace to the rest of Everything

Changes In The End. ‘November’ breaks up the

speed of the album, and its crowning glory

is the shift about two and a half minutes in, with

a long instrumental break with intense sounds

and a nice buzzing synth sound offset with

echoey shouts. This cuts out to return to the

minimal guitar and drums of the first two

minutes, before returning to a midpoint level

and a return to the vocals.

 





"Pulling on memories of those teenage summers
that seem to last a lifetime, friendships that
can last any trying time and the excitement of
loves lost and gained, Everything Changes In
The End is an excellent debut and is sure to
take Vistas far."

Vistas bring in some obscured voices to the mix,

which sound like they’re coming from a

television screen just a little distance away,

adding a new dimension to the final minutes.

The song structure is interesting and an

interesting alternative style to much of the other

songs, easily making it one of my favourites. I

would be intrigued to see if they build on this

style and length in later work, or whether it’s set

to remain a single experiment.

 

Coming to the end of the album, and it certain1ly

does not suffer from the disappointing trend of

albums that front-load their best tracks. 

 Comfort’ is another favourite, as I love the fun

lyrics warning us that “you grow up to be a victim

of consumerism” and Robertson’s accent coming

through most clearly on this song. It’s a bit of

a different theme to the rest of the album that

thrives on nostalgia and lost love; here, the shift

to the idea of being caught in the trap of

capitalism judging what other people are doing

and feeling in a constant cycle is certainly a

change of pace. ‘Comfort’ is short and punchy,

making great use of staticky electric guitar and

Vistas’ tell-tale hyper-speed tempo. 

 

The album ends with ‘Stranger’, with a long intro

before the vocals begin, which demonstrate

range with some moments of a higher register

reminiscent of ‘Everything Changes In The End’. 

There’s a blend of faster and slower moments to

highlight the lyrics and nice cymbal action

coming in amongst the rolling drums and

pronounced beats, a strong closer that ties

together the sounds of the LP.

 

Everything Changes In The End is going to be the

album that changes things for Vistas. It is packed

to the top with punchy tunes, choruses that

aren’t afraid to play a hook for all its worth, and

more than a handful of songs already perfect for

the festival season. There’s barely a song in there

that won’t get you dancing along, and you know

they would have a tough time choosing which to

play live as they could all be strong contenders.

For me, I’m glad that there are the more unique

tracks like ‘November’ and ‘Comfort’ on there to

mix things up to ensure they don’t stray into the

“generic indie-pop” territory. Maybe at times, you

could argue the indie-pop is a little too sugary

sweet, but it works for me. 

 

The background shouts and refrains quickly

become part of their band identity, alongside the

energetic performances that Vistas are already

known for. Vistas feel right at home on a playlist

alongside some indie hard-hitters - Vaccines, The

Wombats, Circa Waves, Two Door Cinema Club -

effortlessly filling a gap for an upcoming

band of their size and skill. Pulling on memories

of those teenage summers that seem to last a

lifetime, friendships that can last any trying time

and the excitement of loves lost and gained,

Everything Changes In The End is an excellent

debut and is sure to take Vistas far.




